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THE COLORADO AVALANCHE WARNING PROGRAMME

K. Williams

Introduction

In November 1973, a formal avalanche warning
programme for Colorado first became a reality as a cooper
ative venture between the U.S. Forest Service and the
National Weather Service. The objective of the programme
is to warn the public of unusually dangerous avalanche
conditions, with warnings aimed primarily at persons trave
ling the back-country, where most serious avalanche accide
occur (Williams 1975) .

In the past two winters, more than 100 avalanche
warning bulletins have been issued for the Colorado mounta
Media coverage and public acceptance of the warning progr
have been encouraging, and in future years, we look to
increased public reliance on avalanche warnings as our
credibility becomes established. In this paper, we will
look at what it takes to set up and run such a programme.

Overall Concept and Operation

The avalanche warnings result from analysis of
data received from a network of observing sites throughout
the Colorado mountains (Fig. 1). At each site, an observ
transmits daily readings of weather, snow, and avalanche
conditions to the central forecasting office (Avalanche
Warning Center) in Fort Collins. (The central forecast
office could be at any location having full telephone
facilities, teletype communications, and quick computer
access.) The winter season from November through May is
covered by the programme.

Essential mountain weather forecasts can be prov
by either the National Weather Service, a contract meteor
ologist, or by the avalanche forecaster himself if he has
the skills and necessary data. These forecasts include
intensity and duration of storms, quantitative snowfall .
amounts for mountain zones, speed and direction of mounta.
level winds, and temperatures. The method or agency pro!
ing the best forecast accuracy should obviously be used 1D
the warning programme.
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overall manpower requirements are:

at least one observer at each mountain site who
can take observations daily, and who can be
reached by phone 7 days a week if necessary.

two avalanche forecasters at the forecast office.

a weather forecaster and

a technician who can install, repair and calibrate
the instruments.

Presently the technician's job is performed by the avalanche
forecasters.

The role of the avalanche forecaster will be
viewed in more detail, but it must be emphasized that the
forecaster at present is not working with a numerical hazard
model of any sort. (One of the active research programmes of
the USFS Avalanche Project is to develop such a model.)
Rather, he must digest a large amount of data to arrive at
a judgment, based on experience, of the overall avalanche
mmger for a given portion of the mountains. The forecaster's
job, therefore, requires previous experience and knowledge
of avalanches.

Field Sites and Observers

The network of mountain sites used in the avalanche
warning programme is an outgrowth of the U.S. Forest Service
lestwide Avalanche Network, which has been responsible for
gathering weather and avalanche data from allover the western
united States for the past 10 years (Judson 1970). In
COlorado, this network includes observation sites at ski
areas, mining operations, mountain highway passes, and
~tain communities. The major data collection sites are
~~ fOllows (Fig. 1): ski areas--Steamboat, Loveland Basin,
~~Pahoe Basin, Keystone, Breckenridge, Copper Mountain,
a1l, Aspen Mountain, Aspen Highlands, Snowmass, Crested
tte, Monarch, Telluride, and Wolf Creek; mining companies-

.~~. __.a_d-Henderson Mine and Camp Bird Mine; mountain highway

.~,~~-ses--Berthoud, Loveland, Monarch, Red Mountain, and
~f ~reek; mountain communities--Winter Park and Silverton;

~·__'_.kBUSc71laneous sites-Bear Lake in Rocky Mountain National
, Gr1zz1y Reservoir, and Gothic.

The observers at the majority of these locations
strictly volunteers for our programme, and consist of
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professional ski patrolmen, mining company employees, and
highway employees. The observers are paid at Winter Park,
Berthoud and Loveland Passes, Red Mountain Pass, Grizzly
Reservoir, and Gothic. In establishing some of these sites
we have tried to take advantage of any remote locations '
where winter residents live. Therefore, the total number
and locations of the observing sites may change slightly
from winter to winter.

The responsibilities of the observers are as
follows: To take daily readings of total snow depth, amount
of new snow and its water equivalent, maximum, minimum, and
current air temperature, snow temperature, and windspeed and
direction (or, if not equipped with wind instruments, an
estimate of snow transport by the wind). Each observer als
makes daily observations of avalanche occurrence in his area
and makes his own estimate of the avalanche hazard. Snowpi
are dug whenever warranted (or requested by the avalanche
forecaster) to yield information on snowpack stratigraphy.
The observer records all this information on a data chart,
then telephone it to the central forecast office (Fig. 2).

Role of the National Weather Service

The National Weather Service (NWS) office in Denv
provides updated weather forecasts several times a day for
the Colorado mountains. These are transmitted routinely ov
the Colorado Weatherwire, and are received via teletype at
the avalanche forecast office. NWS forecasters can be
reached any time, day or night, by the avalanche forecaster
for the latest weather information. In addition, the NWS
carries the avalanche warnings on a recorded telephone
message and on their VHF radio weather broadcasts.

Data Links

The main link between the avalanche forecaster an
the field sites is the telephone. Several remote mountain
sites (Gothic and Wolf Creek Pass) use radios to transmit
their daily data to an intermediate site, which can then
telephone these data to the avalanche forecaster. The
Fort Collins forecast office is equipped with a recording
code-a-phone to receive incoming phone calls from field
observers. This is a special toll-free incoming WATS line
which any observer can call any time, day or night, to
leave data or messages. If the avalanche forecaster is at
the office, he can answer the phone and talk to the
observer directly. If not, the observer leaves his message
on the code-a-phone. This combination of incoming WATS lin
and code-a-phone is a higly efficient money-saver, since
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mountain highway conditions.

daily Ski Country USA reports and

2.

3.

4.

teletype is also used to send avalanche warnings to all
weatherwire at once. The message is sent

forecast office.

The main responsibility of the avalanche forecaster
~make daily contact with as many mountain observers as
~essary to get a complete picture of avalanche conditions

hout the Colorado Rockies. This is done by making and receiving
c~lls! making full use of the code-a-phone recorder,

~n~tor~ng the teletype information. The forecaster
then weigh all the field observations--snowpack
~e, amount of new snow and wind, avalanche occurrence,

~~~re d observers' estimate of hazard--with a mountain
forecast to arrive at his own estimate of the

~he.hazard. When he feels the hazard is sufficiently
, : ~ssues a warning covering the affected mountain

the updates the warning bulletins once or twice daily
e hazard has abated, and then terminates the warning.

n be received 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
__~ges c:d for operator-assisted long distance calls.

tb nO ne
The forecast office is also equipped with a "send

've teletype II di~ectly t~ed t<;> the Colorado Weather-wire.
rece1 f the informat10n rece1ved 1S:
JfIIS 0 .

weather forecasts for Colorado and surrounding1.
states.

daily weather reports from widespread Colorado
communities via the Colorado Amateur Radio
Network.

From November through May, avalanches know no
tiE schedule. This makes the job of avalanche forecasting

amtinuous one for the winter, although there can be
kmged periods of stable snow conditions when the fore
~s can work at other duties. But because of the

tial for working evenings and weekends, the job requires
t a least two persons share the responsibility. During

~~hy periods of storms and avalanches, the job is too
~Emding for a single forecaster. The two forecasters must

out a time-sharing schedule so they can spell each
from time-to-time.
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~arning Dissemination

The warning bulletins are typed and sent by the
avalanche forecaster over the teletype, which gets the
message instantly to all subscribers to the Colorado
Weatherwire. This audience includes most of the major
radio and TV stations and daily newspapers in Colorado.
Bulletins are normally sent twice daily (11:00 a.m. and
4:00 p.m.) to ensure good news media coverage. with the
cooperation of the news media, the warnings are then
broadcast to the public. The wording and content of the
avalanche warning bulletins is covered thoroughly by
Judson (1975). Figures 3 and 4 are examples of bulletins
issued last winter.

In addition to news media broadcasts, the warning
are carried in the Denver area on the National Weather
Service VHF radio weather and on code-a-phone recordings by
the NWS and the u.S. Forest Service. Upon receiving an
avalanche warning, the USFS in Denver notifies all affected
Forest Service offices in the State so that they might
further spread the word.

An Orographic Snowfall Model

Beginning in November 1975, we have had use
important new forecasting model for Colorado mountain
falls. This computer model provides 12- and 24-hour
quantitative precipitation forecasts for any location in t
Colorado Rockies. It must be emphasized that this model
predicts only precipitation due to forced orographic liftin
precipitation due to other lifting mechanisms--cyclonic,
frontal, and convective--is not included. However, the
orographic lifting mechanism is, by far, the most importan
in producing winter mountain snowfalls. (The other liftinq
processes are important occasionally, especially convection
in the spring, but the skilled forecaster will be able to
add these contributions to the orographic amount.)

This model was developed (with Forest Service
research funds) by Owen Rhea as his doctoral dissertation
atmospheric science at Colorado State University (Rhea 197
As a starting point, elevations at 2.5 km grid points for.
all the Colorado mountains were obtained from u.S. Geolog1

cal Survey topographic maps. These data were then average
over a 10 km grid to construct a smoothed topography
(Fig. 5A). Armed with this elevational contour map in the
computer, the modeller can then trace an air trajectory
across the contours to produce an irregular pattern of
lifting and sinking. with initial conditions of wind spe
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The next step is to select the appropriate map
Ud calibrate the precipitation contours for each particular

cast period. This requires a skilled forecaster with
lyaccess to the National Weather Service·'s Limited-

Fine Mesh (LFM) model predictions. Briefly, the steps
n by the forecaster are these: First, he obtains the:z (0500 LST in Colorado) 12- and 24-hour forecast maps
50, 700, 500, and 400 rob wind, temperature, and humidity.
d on the large-scale prediction maps, a set of correction
drs (dependent upon wind speed, temperature, and duration

rm;Pth of moist flow) is applied to the "calibration
t. map cor:esponding to the predicted 700 rob wind

Lon. ThlS yields a set of expected precipitation

'on temperature, humidity, air mass stability, and
~rec~~ma~e of precipitation efficiency, he can then calculate,
~ eS ~ a set of equations, the rate and amount of lifting and,
~OUg the amount of precipitation that each mountain range
henc~'r extracts from the air. The natural result is that the
b~rr~emajor mountain barrier struck by an airstream is generally
f1~S to receive the heaviest sno\'lfall, ~"ith subsequently lesser
go1:ts falling ,0t: downs~ream mountain ranges due to lesser
~unts of remalnlng avallable water.

The above is a brief description of how the orographic
owfall model works. But, in practice, how is it used by the

~nrecaster? Wind direction is the crucial parameter in deter
:t.ning where the orographic effect \-'Till show itself, i. e. ,
which areas are t.~e windward lifting zones and which are
leeward and therefore shadowed. Other parameters determine the
strength of the lifting process and the amount of precipitation.
!herefore, the initial step was to generate a set of model
precipitation-pattern maps. Twelve maps were produced, one
for each 30 ° of azimuth of wind direction (30 0, 60 ° ...• 360 0)
and each depicting a "calibration storm" from that wind
direction. The "calibration storm" concept is to select, and
.uimize, an initial set of values for wind speed, temperature,
hmrldity, etc., on the upwind perimeter of Colorado and then
nm the computer model for each of the 12 major wind directions.
!be result is a pattern of relative precipitation amounts--an
hohyetal map--that is unique for each wind direction.
ri~es 5 B, C, and D show the orographic precipitation pattern
for wind directions of 210°, 270°, and 330° respectively. The
forecaster is thus equipped with 12 maps of equal calibration
~ing him where to expect the heaviest down to the lightest
~lative snowfall amounts in the next 12 or 24 hours for a
gi~n wind direction. (There are seven increments of pre-

itation from lightest to heaviest.)
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contour values for the specified time period (12 or 24 ho
Some forecaster judgment is required to determine the dur
and areal extent of precipitation. (Occasionally, the
forecaster must choose two direction maps, for e.g., 240 0

for the southern half of Colorado and 270 0 for the norther
half, to represent accurately a varying wind field.) The
forecaster is now ready to make quantitative snowfall
predictions for specific mountain locations.

Last winter the forecaster's skill score while
testing this method was more than twice as good as the NW
forecasts (Rhea, personal communication}, an impressive
improvement. Consequently, the Rhea model is one of the
more important tools with which the avalanche forecaster
can arm himself.

Future Outlook

The Colorado Avalanche Warning Programme will c
to rely heavily on daily observations from a number of
sites and on analysis and synthesis of the data by an
experienced avalanche forecaster. In the next several
years, however, we anticipate several advances that will
improve the programme:

1. The orographic precipitation model will be fine
tuned through continued use to give even better
forecasts.

2. A computerized snowpack stability model
developed which would be a further tool
avalanche forecaster.

3. Automated data sampling with telemetry into the
avalanche forecast office will soon be a realit
As an example, for the winter 1976-77 we will
sampling blowing snow, wind, temperature, and
precipitation at Berthoud Pass, and telemeterin
these data direct to Fort Collins.

4. We have plans to add a toll-free telephone
number at the forecast office so that anyone in
Colorado can call to receive a recorded message
covering avalanche warnings, snowpack condition
a weather forecast, and other pertinent data th
would be helpful to back-country travellers.

5. The Colorado programme will probably soon be
expanded to include the contiguous mountain are
of northern New Mexico and southern Wyoming.
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There may come a time when most of the mountainous
west is covered by some type of warning programme.
programmes of varying degrees are already operating
in portions of Alaska, California, Utah, Idaho,
and Washington (LaChapelle and Fox 1974, Reanier
1976) .

AS a conclusion, let's pose the question: Can
lorado Avalanche Warning Programme save lives? By no

co n we expect any warning programme to halt avalanche
s ca h" 1" ftalities altogether. T 1S 1S unrea 1StlC or numerous

ons:

1. avalanche forecasting will never attain 100%
accuracy.

2. not everyone will hear avalanche warnings when
broadcast.

3. a certain number of people will ignore the
warnings anyway.

4. some experienced skiers or mountaineers know well
the dangers involved but are willing to accept
risks for the thrill of succeeding. But not
all will succeed.

the majority of the public, however, the programme not
y gives accurate information on general avalanche danger,
serves to increase avalanche awareness among the list

It helps put the thought of avalanches in the minds
mountain recreationists where before the thought was

om entertained. For this reason alone, it is reasonable
.y that, yes, in the long run, the Colorado Avalanche
1ng Programme'will save lives.
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Discussion

MARRIOTT: What do you mean by 80% accuracy in your
precipitation forecasts?

WILLIAMS: It is a skill score based on predicting
of precipitation.

KUCERA: What are your snowfall intervals?

WILLIAMS:· We forecast water equivalent, not snow. Our
water to snow ratio is about 7%. We use intervals
of about 5 mm of water.

LACHAPELLE: What upper~air wind level do you use in your
model?

WILLIAMS: 700 rob.

MOORE: Suppose you have a windflow pattern with southwest
flow in southern Colorado, and northwest flow in
northern Colorado, which direction do you use in
your model?

WILLIAMS: We would distribute the wind according to the
weather map. Only in rare cases is there a storm in
Colorado without a well-defined wind pattern. The
precipitation model will not work for these rare caseS
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What is the time run on your model?

IER" DO you feel that you could improve your precipi
~ t~tion forecast if you were located closer to a major

weather Service station, like the Weather Office in
Denver, for example?

Yes, we would have access to more tools.1flLLIAMS:

MARRIOTT:

1flLLIAMS: one~half hour after receiving Weather Service
informatlon.

SALWAY: I am not quite clear on how you get from your
precipitation model to an avalanche forecast. You
mentioned that you use Atwater's factors. Do you
have any way of rating these factors?

speeds
We do

WILLIAMS: We mainly use new snow and sustained wind
in a purely subjective synthesis of the data.
not have a mathematical model, although we are
working to develop a model that will replace at
least a portion of the subjectivity.

WIERINGA: Do your warnings give details of elevation and
exposure?

WILLIAMS: Not yet, we cover only broad geographic areas.
Occasionally, however, we specify that the hazard
exists only above timberline.

ANDERSON: How specific should the forecast be? Should it
identify specific slopes, and exposures?

WILLIAMS: As far as the public is concerned, we feel the
more specific the forecast, the better.

SDDm: Can the general public call you to get forecast
information?

WILLIAMS: We release our bulletins through the National
Weather Service. Our number is unlisted and we have
not in any way encouraged the public to call us.
We are, however, in contact with ski areas, and trade
information. In the future, we hope to install a
toll-free phone to be called by the public.

DALy: I noticed that in your presentation both examples
of your warnings were issued at 2:00 p.m. Is this
Your standard time 6f release?
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WILLIAMS: Not necessarily. We may issue an initial warn
ing any time we receive input, even midnight. Afte
the initial warning, we issue an update twice daily
11:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., the times of best media '
coverage.

SAIDLARR: As a ski-tourer, I would be interested in rece·
ing a forecast around the clock to help prepare tri

WILLIAMS: In my paper, I describe how we plan to set up
toll-free number that tourers can call to get pert·
information. They use such a system in Switzerland.
I believe they have a similar system in the State 0
Washington.

HOTCHKISS: Do you have any plans to expand your model to
adjacent areas, like Utah?

WILLIAMS: Yes, we would like to work in other
Wasatch, uintas, Tetons, Bridger's, etc.

KANZLER: How soon can you broaden your scope of
to these other' areas?

WILLIAMS: As soon as the model is proven and we have
adequate money and manpower.

FREER: Have you had any problems with liability as
result of accidents when warnings were not in

WILLIAMS: Not yet. There is a legal precedent that the
National Weather Service is not liable for incorrect
forecasts.

PERLA: Have you tried to veri fy whether or not your warn
programme is effective by comparing increased fatali
since the programme went into effect with the incre
in back-country usage?

WILLIAMS: We have thought about this, but we have not be
able to obtain reliable statistics for the increase
in back-country usage. As a matter of interest,
during the past two winters, we had four avalanche
fatalities when warnings were not issued, and six
fatalities when warnings were in effect.
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THE COLORADO AVALANCHE WARNING
NETWORK, PORTRAYING DATA TRANSMISSION
TO THE CENTRAL FORECAST OFFICE IN
FO RT CO LLI NS
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FIGURE 2 THE AVALANCHE WARNING CENTER (CENTRAL
FORECAST OFFICE) AT THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION
IN FORT COLLINS
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zczc
AVOS 1DiIRC 022100

AVALAliCIIE WAlIBING BIlLLErIli BO. 1
DtIlEDIKfE BROADCAST IlEQUESTFD
US FOREST SERVTCE FT ml.l.T1iS mw
LSSUEU 2 PM ~~ TUESDAY KARCH 2, 1916

SOIlTIIWESTEIllI COLORADO IlOIINTAIliS

AB AVALAliCHE \lAJlNIliG IS HOII IIi EFFECT FOR THE SOIlTIIWESTEIUI
COLORADO HlIlllTAIllS SOlJTll ABU WEST OF A LIIiE FRlIf !«lll'IIlOSE TO
ALAMOSA. THE lIAIlIiIIiG IS VALID THRU THURSDAY IfARCH 4.
HEAVY SlIOWFALL ABU BIGB wnms HAVE CREATED DAHGEROUS AVALAliCIIE
COIIDITIOHS IIi THE SAH JUAB lDJNTAIIiS.

HlIlE THAN 3 FEET OF SBOW BAS FALLEN AT IIOU' CREEK PASS AIlD ItDIlE
THAN 2 FEET .AT RED HI. PASS. ONLY 'NO SMALL AVALAHCHES HAVE
BEE1!I REPORTED IIi THE AREA THUS FAll, BUT BIlKEROOS AVAIA1iICHES
CAB BE EXPECTED AS SNOWS AIlD WIliDS COHTIIllIE.

BAau:ooJ!ITRY TRAVELERS SHOULD AVOID XROWN AVALAliCIIE PATHS,
STEEP SLOPES,· AIlD GULLIES.

FlJRTIIER AVALAHCHE BULLETINS WILL liE ISSUED AS COIIDITIOHS WA1IllAHT.

WILLIAMS USFS FT COLLIliS

ZCZC
AVOS RWRC 052300

AVALANCHE WARNING TERMINATION, BULLETIN NO. 7
IMKEDIATE BROADCAST REQUESTED
US FOREST SERVICE FT COLLINS COLO
ISSUED 4 PH !1ST FRIDAY KARCH 5, 1976

SOUTBWESTERN COLORADO MOUNTAINS

THE AVALANCIlE WARNING FOR THE SOUTHWESTERN COLORADO MOUNTAINS
BAS BEEN TERMINATED. NO AVALANCHES HAVE BEEN REPORTED IN THE
LAST 36 HOURS. 50 AVALANCHES FELL IN THE SAN JUAN HlUNTAINS
SINCE AVALANCHE WAR.liINGS WENT UP THERE LAST TUESDAY, BUT THE
..YALANCHE DANGER BAS NOW MODERATED.

THE SNOWPACK IN ALL THE COLORADO MOUNTAINS IS NOW IN NORHAL
STABILITY CONDITIONS. THIS MEANS THAT THERE IS NO WIDESPREAD
AVALANCHE DANGER BUT SCATTERED POCKETS OF UNSTABLE SIlOIl REMAIN.
THEREFORE WEEKEND BACKCOUNTRY TRAVELERS SHOULD USE CAUTION AIlD
BE WARY OF STEEP SNOW-COVERED SLOPES AIlD GULLIES.

THIS IS THE FINAL BULLETIN ON THIS AVAIA1iICHE SITUATION.

WILLIAMS/BACHMAN USFS FT COLLINS

FIGURE 3 TOP: EXAMPLE OF INITIATrON OF
AVALANCHE WARNING. BOTTOM:
EXAMPLE OF TERMINATION OF
AVALANCHE WARNING



•... AVALANCHE DANGER FROM SPRING SNOWSLIDES IN COLORADO.....

BACHMAN/WILLIAMS USFS FORT COLLINS
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EXAMPLE OF SPECIAL AVALANCHE
STATEMENT

4

•••.•.• SPECIAL AVALANCHE STATEMENT•..•...•
IMMEDIATE BROADCAST REQUESTED
U.S. FOREST SERVICE FORT COLLINS COLORADO
ISSUED 1630MDT SATURDAY APRIL 10 1976

ZCZC
AVUS RWRC 102300

RECENT WARM WEATHER HAS BROUGHT SNOW TEMPERATURES TO THE MELTING
POINT IN MuCH OF COLORADO'S HIGH COUNTRY. THE MOUNTAIN.SNOW COVER
IS BEGINNING TO WEAKEN AND MANY WET SPRING AVALANCHES ARE BEING
OBSERVED.

INTENSITY AND MAGNITUDE OF AVALANCHING WILL VARY, BUT BACKCOUNTRY
TRAVELERS SHOULD EXERCISE CAUTION AT ALL TIMES, AVOIDING KNOWN
AVALANCHE PATHS, STEEP SLOPES AND GULLIES. .

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS WILL BE ISSUED AS CONDITIONS WARRANT.

THIS DANGEROUS CONDITION WILL PERSIST DURING PERIODS OF ABOVE
FREEZING TEMPERATURES FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE SPRING SEASON.

FIGURE
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A) TOPOGRAPHIC MAP OF COLORADO ROCKIES SHOWING ELEVATIONS IN
THOUSANDS OF FEET. THE FOUR REFERENCE DOTS. FROM LOWER LEFT TO
UPPER RIGHT ARE RESPECTIVELY: RED MT. PASS, GOTHIC, BERTHOUD PASS,
AND STEAMBOAT SKI AREA. B), Cl. AND D) ARE THE RESPECTIVE PRECIPITATION
MAPS FOR WIND DIRECTIONS 210°,270°, AND 330°. DARKER SHADES INDICATE
HEAVIER SNOWFALL.
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